
Achieve Clarity.

Attract Clients.

Enhance Performance.
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INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
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AGENCY OWNER

£12.5M 
AGENCY 

175 
AGENCY STAFF

2
AGENCY AQUISITIONS

1
SUCCESSFUL  EXIT

I'm Gareth Healey, founder of Beyond Noise,

a specialist strategy consultancy working

exclusively with the leaders of established

independent marketing agencies.

 

I've spent almost my entire career in the

agency sector and for many years I was co-

owner and CEO of my own successful

integrated agency with offices in Leeds and

London.

The agency sector is a highly competitive industry that is experiencing significant

changes and challenges.  I've created Beyond Noise to support ambitious agency

owners in realising the potential of both their business and themselves.

 
I hope you enjoy reading about our philosophy, services and the results we have

delivered for our clients.  

 
Best Regards, 

Gareth

Hello!
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Leading an independent marketing agency is an exciting, challenging and -

sometimes - lonely role.   With over 25,000 agencies in the UK, competition is

fierce.   The proliferation of media channels, technological advancements and a

trend towards clients taking work in-house, lead some to claim “the agency

model is broken”.
 
Whilst we don’t subscribe to this pessimism, we do accept that agencies need to

change and continue to adapt.  Agencies are experts at reacting to the needs of

their clients, but agency owners often find it difficult to focus on resolving the key

issues within their own businesses. Our research shows that agency owners share

3 common problems:

In a volatile world, businesses are finding it increasingly

difficult to forward plan. For agencies, reliant on the

output of their people, and subject to the changeable

nature of their clients, this problem is particularly

common.  

Winning new clients is vital to every agency. Differentiating

their offer is crucial to doing this and is one of the most

common headaches for agency owners. What is surprising is

just how poor agencies are at marketing themselves (and just

how similar most agency propositions are).

2.  STRUGGLING TO ATTRACT CLIENTS? 

1.  LACKING CLARITY OR DIRECTION?

Service businesses rely on the talent of their people and the

efficiency of their operations. Recruiting and retaining talent

is one of the key issues facing agencies today. Maintaining

and evolving processes, coping with growth and managing

peaks and troughs of workload are equally problematic.

3.  OPERATIONAL ISSUES HOLDING YOU BACK?

Familiar Problems?
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Even the most difficult problems can be solved with time and teamwork. As an

agency owner you may well find it difficult to find quality time to fully analyse

your problems. As a busy leader you, and even you senior colleagues, may lack

the space and objectivity to find solutions to challenges you are very close to.

 

We named our business Beyond Noise to reinforce 2 very important principles:
 

Agencies need to stand out – to rise above the market noise.
Agency owners need to stand back – take time away from the noise of running
the agency to think strategically and find space to grow themselves.

1.
2.
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BUSINESS STRATEGY 
We assess your current situation, understand your ambitions

and work with you to develop a plan to get you where you

want to be (whilst enjoying the journey)

 YOU GET: Clarity and direction. A roadmap for growth.
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MARKETING STRATEGY 
We use our D-A-R-W-I-N methodology to create a focussed

positioning, compelling value proposition and a differentiating

marketing strategy.

 YOU GET: A head start on your competition.
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C
E MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 

We help you understand the causes of your current issues,

then use our experience to develop a strategy and tactics to

enable you and you team to solve them.

 YOU GET: Less headaches, more efficient operations.

Strategic Solutions
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YOU GET - A business advisor, accountability partner & 'critical friend'

MENTORING
Mentoring comes in many flavours and provides many

benefits.  We usually work with clients on a consultancy

project first, before establishing an on-going mentoring

relationship (if required).  

Most of our clients see the value in having an experienced  advisor to call upon

for advice, feedback or even a second opinion. Increasingly we find agency

owners are recognising the power of a mentor as an “accountability partner”.

Somebody to work with them to ensure objectives are set and achieved (even

when the demands of running the agency are high).



OUR VALUES
 

Embrace Change

 

Grow Everyday

 

Never Settle

Our Vision
We exist to grow the agencies we work for, grow the agency leaders
we work with, and grow the value of the agency market as a whole.
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Supporting Global

Goals for Sustainable

Development
 

We're proud to support

Global Goals for

Sustainable Development

No. 5 –  gender equality

and empowering women. 

 

We want to see more

women in leadership roles

in UK marketing agencies.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The agency sector has lost some of its

credibility in recent years. The market is

saturated and lack of regulation plus low

barriers to entry mean standards are

variable and difficult to assess.

 

We aim to restore some of the value to the

market by helping our partners build better

agencies.

 

Agencies are a challenge to run, hard to

grow and extremely difficult to sell.

 

Having the support from somebody who

has "been there and done it" instantly puts

you ahead of most of your competitors.

 

Taking time to plan and invest in yourself

will take you to the next level.
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Let's Work Together
If you need to establish a clearer direction for your agency, want
to win more clients, or have operational issues, we can help.

hello@beyond-noise.com07766 776503
linkedin/company/beyond-noise/

facebook.com/beyondnoiseltd

twitter.com/garethmhealey

Our services are designed for founders, owners and CEOs

of independent agencies with established profitable

businesses with GP >£1M pa and between 12 and 50 staff.

 

If you don't fulfil these criteria perfectly, but have a growth

mindset and are results-driven, then get in touch to talk to

us about your specific challenges and requirements.

Our initial engagement is normally a consultancy project to support you and your

agency in tackling current problems. However, our purpose is to develop long-

term partnerships with our clients, working with them to guide there strategy and

enhance their personal development.

If you want to talk to us to see if we could work together...



"I don't believe the agency model is 'broken'. It's simply that the

world is changing faster than ever. 

 

Agencies have always been at the forefront of change. They

continually react and adapt. It's what they do best. 

 

The winners will be those agencies that anticipate and embrace

change the fastest."

 
Gareth Healey, FOUNDER
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